
Other

Billing Address 

Direct Debit payment

Bank E-mail

Full Amount Minimum Payment

Company

Rented

Work Status Employee 

Male

Company Name

Nature of Business

Position

Company’s Address

Annual income

Length of employment     

Businessman

Year Month

I have authorized SBI Ly Hour Bank Plc to pay off my savings / current 
account to pay off my credit card debt on a monthly.

I/We declare that all the information I/we have provided is accurate and complete and 
I/we authorize SBI Ly Hour Bank Plc to verify with or disclose it to any party involved 
with the bank. In case I/We have any problems with using credit card, I'm ready to 
reject the bank on my application without any reason from the bank. If I/we do not pay 
the invoice provided by the bank and at the end of the contract, as well as the debts of all 
the products and services that I am using, and the bank sees that the debts in this contract 
or the debts of all products and other services for which I/we would like the Bank to file 
a restraining order against the competent authorities and / or the legal procedure in order 
to request the court to issue a protection order for the property pledged or not pledged 
and to continue. Complaint procedure from me / us and my guarantor to sell real estate, 
mortgage or non-mortgage to repay the debt to the bank, all principal, interest balance, fine 
balance, legal fees as well compensation for damages to the bank's interest until the full 
amount is final. I/We acknowledge that this Credit Card will be governed by the terms and
conditions set forth by SBI Ly Hour Bank and that any modifications made by the Bank 
as a result of this decision may be made at any time by the Card Member. Agree to 
abide by the card membership agreement and terms and conditions through the use 
of the card, all debts and obligations. I/We are responsible for all issues arising from the
use of this credit card. I/We allow the bank to close any of my/our existing accounts with 
the bank for payment of the due amount. I/We further agree that this credit card, which is
the property of SBI Ly Hour Bank, will be returned upon request upon any cancellation 
without prior notice. 
I/We agree with the above.



ៃថ�េសវា�បចាំឆ�ាំ -  ប័ណ�ចម�ង

ៃថ�េសវា�បចាំឆ�ាំ - ប័ណ�រង

ៃថ�ប័ណ�ខូច (�ាត់បង់ / លួច)

េលខកូដសម�ាត់ (េស�ើសុំពីកម�វ�ធីទូរសព�)

ៃថ�ពិនិត�សមតុល�ជាមូយ ធនាគារេផ�ងេទៀត

�បព័ន�េផ�ង

ែដនកំណត់�បតិបតិ�ការ ដក��ាក់

ែដនកំណត់�បតិបត�កិារ ដក��ាក់ េលើេអធីអឹម ធនាគារ េអស ប៊� អាយ លី  ហួរ

ែដនកំណត់�បតិបត�ិការ ដក��ាក់តាមប��រ

ែដនកំណត់�បតិបត�ិការ ទិញទំនិញ

ចំនួន�បតិបត�ិការ ទិញទំនិញ

ចំនួន�បតិបត�ិការ ដកសាច់��ាក់

ែដនកំណត់ឥណទាន

ែដនកំណត់សាច់��ាក់

អ�តាការ��ាក់ - ការទិញទំនិញ / េសវាកម�

អ�តាការ��ាក់ - សាច់��ាក់បុេរ�បទាន
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16

�បចាំឆ�ាំ

�បចាំឆ�ាំ

ក��ងមួយដង

ក��ងមួយប័ណ�

ក��ងមួយដង

CSS / LHPP

ក��ងមួយៃថ�

ក��ងមួយៃថ�

ក��ងមួយៃថ�

ក��ងមួយៃថ�

ក��ងមួយៃថ�

ក��ងមួយប័ណ�

ក��ងមួយប័ណ�

�បចាំែខ

�បចាំែខ

ឥតគិតៃថ�

-

$5

េយោងេទៅតាម CSS កំណត់

ៃថ�េសវាេផ�ងៗគ�ា

$4,000

អា�ស័យេលើសមតុល�ែដលមាន

េយោងេទៅតាម CSS កំណត់

េយោងេទៅតាម CSS កំណត់

េយោងេទៅតាម CSS កំណត់

-

-

-

ឥតគិតៃថ�

-

-

ឥតគិតៃថ�

-

-

-

-

$1,000

-

-

-

-

-

$6

-

$5

$20,000

$50,000

-

-

-

$15

-

$5

$20,000

$100,000

-

-

-

80% ៃនែដនកំណត់ឥណទាន

1.5%

2%

$50

$25

$5

$20,000

$100,000

>=$5,000

$0.5

-

$4,000

អា�ស័យេលើសមតុល�ែដលមាន

20

10

$250

$100

ឥតគិតៃថ�

$40,000

$300,000

>=$10,000

 $20,000
េយោងេទៅតាម CSS កំណត់

ល.រ កៃ�មេសវា េ�បកង់
ចំនួន (ដុល�ារអាេមរ�ក)

ឥណពន�វ�សា
និម�ិត េខៀវ មាស មាស ផ�ាទីេនៀម

ប័ណ�េអធីអឹម
(CSS CO-BADGE)

ឥណទានវ�សា

ក��ងមួយ�បតិបត�ិការ 
ឬ ៤០ សន�ឹក



ការទូទាត់អប�បរមា

ការខកខានទូទាត់ៃថ�េសវា

ការដកសាច់��ាក់ / សាច់��ាក់បុេរ�បទាន េនៅធនាគារេផ�ង

រយៈេពលប័ណ�ផុតកំណត់

ការជូនដំណឹងតាមរយៈ SMS  ឬអុីែម៉ល

រ�ាយការណ៍វ�ក�យប័�ត

ៃថ�ផុតកំណត់

�បេភទ�បតិបត�ិការ

ទឹក��ាក់�តឡប់មកវ�ញ (េយោងេទៅេលើលក�ខណ�ផ�ល់ជូន)

េផ��ងផ�ាត់េដោយវ�សា

កែន�ងស�មាកេនៅអាកាសយានដ�ាន

ការធានារ�ាប់រងេលើការេធ�ើដំេណើរ
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23
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26
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30

31

�បចាំែខ

ក��ងមួយដង

ក��ងមួយ�បតិបត�ិការ

ក��ងមួយ�បតិបត�ិការ

ក��ងមួយ�បតិបត�ិការ

ក��ងមួយប័ណ�

ក��ងមួយដង

ក��ងមួយដង

ក��ងមួយដង

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2 ឆ�ាំ

ឥតគិតៃថ�

-

-

-

-

-

-

ឥតគិតៃថ�

-

-

-

-

-

-

ឥតគិតៃថ�

-

-

5% អប�បរមា $5

2% អប�បរមា $5

ៃថ�ទី 20 ៃនែខ

ៃថ�ទី 5 ៃនែខ

-

ឥតគិតៃថ�

េយោងេទៅតាម CSS កំណត់

-

5 ឆ�ាំ

-

-

-

-

-

-

2% អប�បរមា $5

3%

5 ឆ�ាំ

ការដកសាច់��ាក់ / ការទិញទំនិញ
(េយោងេទៅតាម CSS កំណត់)

អាចចូលេទៅកាន់កែន�ងស�មាកេនៅ អាកាសយានដ�ានជាង 1,000 កែន�ង
េនៅទូទាំងពិភពេលោកស�មាប់សមាជិកមាស និងផ�ាទីេនៀម

សមាជិកមាស  និងផ�ាទេីនៀម ទទួល�ានការធានា
រ�ាប់រង េលើការេធ�ើដំេណើររហូតដល់ $1លាន

10% ៃនការទិញទំនិញ ការដកសាច់��ាក់  
កៃ�មេសវា និងការ��ាក់ 100%

ការទិញទំនិញ / ការទិញទំនិញតាម�បព័ន�េអឡិច�តូនិក
/ ការដកសាច់��ាក់

េនៅតាមប��រសាខា  សាច់��ាក់
/ ែសក / កាត់េចញផ�ាល់ពី

គណនីសន�តំាម
រយៈធនាគារចល័ត

ការទិញទំនិញ/
ការទិញទំនិញតាម�បព័ន�

េអឡិច�តូនិក

ការដកសាច់��ាក់ / សាច់��ាក់បុេរ�បទាន
េនៅេលើ េអធីអឹម េអស ប៊� អាយ លី ហួរ

ៃថ�េសវាេធ�ើ �បតិបត�ិការ រូបិយប័ណ� បរេទស
ខុសពីរូបិយប័ណ� ដុល�ារអាេមរ�ក

ល.រ កៃ�មេសវា េ�បកង់
ចំនួន (ដុល�ារអាេមរ�ក)

ឥណពន�វ�សា
និម�ិត េខៀវ មាស មាស ផ�ាទីេនៀម

ប័ណ�េអធីអឹម
(CSS CO-BADGE)

ឥណទានវ�សា

រហូតដល់ 1%

�បតិបត�កិារប��ាទិញតាម�បព័ន�េអឡិច�តូនិកទាងំអស់
�តូវ�ានេផ��ងផ�ាត់េដោយ វ�សា

វ�ធីសា�ស�ទូទាត់27 - - - - -

-



Other

Billing Address 

Direct Debit payment

Bank E-mail

Full Amount Minimum Payment

Company

Rented

Work Status Employee 

Male

Company Name

Nature of Business

Position

Company’s Address

Annual income

Length of employment     

Businessman

Year Month

I have authorized SBI Ly Hour Bank Plc to pay off my savings / current 
account to pay off my credit card debt on a monthly.

I/We declare that all the information I/we have provided is accurate and complete and 
I/we authorize SBI Ly Hour Bank Plc to verify with or disclose it to any party involved 
with the bank. In case I/We have any problems with using credit card, I'm ready to 
reject the bank on my application without any reason from the bank. If I/we do not pay 
the invoice provided by the bank and at the end of the contract, as well as the debts of all 
the products and services that I am using, and the bank sees that the debts in this contract 
or the debts of all products and other services for which I/we would like the Bank to file 
a restraining order against the competent authorities and / or the legal procedure in order 
to request the court to issue a protection order for the property pledged or not pledged 
and to continue. Complaint procedure from me / us and my guarantor to sell real estate, 
mortgage or non-mortgage to repay the debt to the bank, all principal, interest balance, fine 
balance, legal fees as well compensation for damages to the bank's interest until the full 
amount is final. I/We acknowledge that this Credit Card will be governed by the terms and
conditions set forth by SBI Ly Hour Bank and that any modifications made by the Bank 
as a result of this decision may be made at any time by the Card Member. Agree to 
abide by the card membership agreement and terms and conditions through the use 
of the card, all debts and obligations. I/We are responsible for all issues arising from the
use of this credit card. I/We allow the bank to close any of my/our existing accounts with 
the bank for payment of the due amount. I/We further agree that this credit card, which is
the property of SBI Ly Hour Bank, will be returned upon request upon any cancellation 
without prior notice. 
I/We agree with the above.

េស�កម�ទូរសព�ចល័ត

�រ��ល័យក���ល
អគារេលខ២១៩ ផ��វ១២៨ ែកង១៦៩ សង�ាត់មិត�ភាព ខណ�៧មករា រាជធានីភ�ំេពញ


